Shell is a global energy company with more than 85,000 employees in 70 countries. The company’s main
areas of activity are exploration and production of oil and gas as well as the manufacturing and marketing of
oil products, petrochemicals and natural gas. The parent company of the Shell group is Royal Dutch Shell
plc, with headquarters in The Hague, the Netherlands. Shell’s aim is to help meet the world's growing
demand for energy in a responsible way
Shell’s presence in Germany stretches back over a hundred years. Around 4,000 members of staff ensure
that each day over a million motorists can fill up at Shell service stations in Germany, airlines are supplied
with aviation fuel, shipping companies with marine lubricants, and industrial customers with petrochemicals
or natural gas, for example. Shell is engaged in the production of oil and gas and operates several refineries
for processing crude oil. Great emphasis is placed on innovation at Shell. The Shell Technology Centre in
Hamburg is one of the leading Research & Development facilities within the international Shell group.
Shell Junior Internship Programme
Our junior internships will allow you to get involved in real projects specifically matched to your interests and
abilities and to get an insight into our day-to-day business operations. You’ll receive performance evaluations
from your mentor and/or direct supervisor, and you’ll find out what the energy industry is really like, from the
inside.
A Shell internship gives you the opportunity to:
•

Build valuable networks for future career options,

•

Discover potential job areas, fields of specialization or area of future study,

•

Gain exposure to the energy industry,

•

Work on projects that have a real business impact, and

•

Put into practice the theories and concepts you have learned.

What we look for:
Your graduation date must be 2 years following your internship.
We are looking for ambitious students to help us tackle the energy challenge.
There will be specific skill requirements for your chosen internship area. But whatever your role, there are
certain qualities you’ll need if you’re going to succeed at Shell.
Above all else, you should enjoy being challenged, so that rather than being daunted or overwhelmed if a
task seems impossible, you welcome the opportunity to be innovative. You also need to be good at
absorbing information, analysing problems, making objective decisions and coming up with original ideas.
You should have the drive, confidence and resilience to get things done, the flexibility to work well as part of
a team and the credibility to influence others.
Shell matches you into a particular role based on your skills, so you will not be required to apply for a specific
internship position.
*Please note that you must be lawfully authorised to work in the country in which you're assigned to work in
the Programme.
Let’s deliver better energy solutions together.
Applications:
http://krbsjobs.brassring.com/TGWebHost/jobdetails.aspxjobId=865189&partnerid=30030&siteid=5565

